
This week:  
Continued consolidation in Bitcoin/Dollar and Ethereum/Dollar as their respective 
long-standing ranges remain intact. Altcoin/Bitcoin majors have shown further 
weakness with bearish market structure firmly intact.

In this week’s issue, we analyse Bitcoin/Dollar’s high time frame range following a 
loss of support at $9300. We also look at Ethereum/Dollar following its bounce 
from the all-important support cluster at $212-$223. This week’s issue concludes 
with Altcoin/Bitcoin analysis, where most of the majors have continued to 
struggle even in reduced volatility market conditions.

 

The market at a glance:

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Editors' Note  
 

Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your 
readership and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame 
charts for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, 
every week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident 
that there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, 
however, is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and 
robust analysis. Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because 
we will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we 
will not force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can 
not promise perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be 
graciously received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin/Dollar  
Monthly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/jIZI7hiz/

Note: Price levels are rounded and are not intended to be exact. Data feeds differ. This is 
applicable to all data in the newsletter.

 

Resistance levels

$13860 - Highest monthly close that preceded Bitcoin’s first significant sell-off, 
acted as resistance and formed the top of the 2019 rally

$10760 - Highest monthly close that preceded Bitcoin’s last significant sell-off

$9240 - First monthly lower high that formed the weekly range low

Current price - $9150

Support levels

$7730 - Swing high preceding the bear market

$6380 - Range low

$4340 to $4740 - Cluster preceding record high price

$1090 to $1200 - Cluster
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Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/zxBv5rcw/

Resistance levels

$13860 - Breakdown level

$11520 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

$10540 - Double top

$9600 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

Current price - $9150

 Support levels

$7860 to $8050 - Range low

$6820 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

$6150 - Range low

$5155 to $5300 - Cluster

$3940 to $4110 - Range high
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Sry94OeI/

Resistance levels

$10025 -Multi-touch support/resistance level

$9300 - Range midpoint

Current price - $9150

Support levels

$8590 - Range high

$7860 - Range low

$6910 - Range low
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Summary

1. Price ranging between $8600, $9300, and $10000.
2. Range breakout is likely to be very volatile ($10700 upside, $8000 downside) 

but boundaries remain intact.
3. Price has spent a lot of time at resistance ($10000) and the range midpoint 

($9300). Support ($8600) has remained untested recently.
4. Support at $9300 has been lost. This level is expected to act as resistance on 

a retest. A successful bearish retest would likely take price from $9300 to 
$8600.

5. A compelling reclaim of $9300 would indicate strength. Should this occur 
and lead to a rally, our view is that $10000 is less likely to act as resistance 
and price is more likely to short squeeze i.e. rally aggressively through that 
level.

 

Analysis

The daily range is clear and it is behaving well in terms of the technicals. At the 
time of writing, $9300 has been lost on a daily closing basis and is expected to act 
as resistance. Bitcoin/Dollar forming a lower high in this area also makes sense 
contextually, given the failed breakout at $10000 and the untested level at $8600. 

If price finds no resistance at $9300, that would be a sign of strength. The last 
reasonable lower high level is around $9500 (not shown), but either way it is 
difficult to be technically bearish without $9300 acting as resistance.

The boundaries of this range, with the exception of the range low, have taken a 
beating. The levels are about as fresh as Don’s quarantine haircut (or lack thereof). 
Accordingly, if the $9300 reclaim scenario materialises convincingly (especially 
acceptance above $9500), we do not expect much technical resistance at $10000. A 
teleport to $10700, or a spike through the $10500 double top generally, is more 
likely in our view should price reach $10000.



2. Ethereum/Dollar  
Monthly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/laaGzwTA/

Resistance levels

$268 to $290 - Range high 

Current price - $227

Support levels

$172 to $182 - Range midpoint

$106 to $131 - Range low
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Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/9QI9UKxL/

Resistance levels

$275 - Swing high

Current price - $227

Support levels

$212 to $223 - Cluster

$189 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

$140 to $151 - Cluster

$106 - Higher low formed around psychological $100 level

$84 to $93 - Cluster
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/neWFu56H/

Resistance levels

$241 to $249 - Cluster

$228 - Support/resistance flip level

Current price - $227

Support levels

$199 - Broken range low

$158 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

$125 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level
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Summary

1. Weekly cluster at $212-$223 is the clearest technical structure on the chart. 
Our high time frame bias is predicated on this structure.

2. The upper boundary of the weekly cluster ($223) is currently acting as 
support, meaning that the weekly time frame is bullish.

3. Daily market structure is bearish, as price is making lower highs and lower 
lows. 

4. A range has formed as a result of weekly support ($223) and daily resistance 
($228). 

5. Loss of support at $223 (cluster top) would likely take Ethereum/Dollar to 
$212 (cluster bottom).

6. Absence of resistance at $228 would be evidence of weekly strength on the 
daily time frame and would likely take Ethereum/Dollar to the next level of 
resistance at $241-$249.

 

Analysis

Sometimes the market is really nice to technical traders. It expresses this kindness 
not only by behaving well, but also by offering really clear high time frame levels 
which can be used to form a directional bias. For us, an example of such a structure 
is the weekly cluster at $212-$223.

Before we’re bemoaned for such a broad ‘area’ of support, it’s important to 
understand how we view clusters. A cluster is essentially a range. One can expect 
support/resistance at the boundaries, and everything else is much less significant.

Ethereum/Dollar, like Bitcoin/Dollar, is showing bearish market structure on the 
daily time frame (lower highs and lower lows). Price is currently hovering around 
resistance where market structure was broken ($228). This usually offers a 
reasonable continuation setup, but context is king here. Price is coming from 
weekly support ($223) to retest daily resistance ($228). As DonAlt eloquently 
phrased in our extremely organised DM discussions, “Daily bears may get shafted 
by weekly bulls.” Marvellous. More technically, there is a chance that if you’re 
fading a weekly move with lower time frame (in this case daily) resistance, you 
may get run over. Sorry, I don’t make the rules.

So, shorter-term market structure is bearish, but weekly support is intact. What’s 
a reasonable way to look at something like this? Two scenarios appeal to us, and 
they’re both based on the range outlined in the summary ($223 support, $228 
resistance). A compelling bearish case can be made if $223 fails. This would be 
good evidence of market structure continuation and the objective would the other 
boundary of that same weekly cluster i.e. $212. A compelling bullish case can be 
made if $228 fails. This would be good evidence of early sellers getting smoked 
and a more significant move from weekly support. The first barrier would be daily 
resistance at $238 (not shown) but a failed bearish setup like that could spark 
some volatility into higher levels e.g. daily resistance at $241-$249.



3. Ethereum/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/qSdwRigB/

Resistance levels

₿0.0393 to ₿0.0409 - Long-standing cluster

₿0.03139 - Range midpoint

Current price - ₿0.0248 

Support levels

₿0.0244 - Long-standing, multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.0161 - Range low

₿0.0096 to ₿0.0107 - Cluster that preceded the lowest low
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/TLQnzxgE/

Resistance levels

₿0.0280 - Range high

₿0.0251 - Range low

Current price - ₿0.0248

Support levels

₿0.0225 - Range high

₿0.0210 - Range low

₿0.0192 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.0175 to ₿0.0180 - Cluster
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Summary

1. Weekly market structure is neutral. Higher low has led to a lower high. This 
is suggestive of consolidation.

2. Ethereum/Bitcoin is chopping around weekly resistance at ₿0.0244.
3. Consolidation taking place at weekly lower high level.

 

Analysis

A whole lot of sideways in Ethereum/Bitcoin.

We previously gave the ₿0.0244 a lot of weight, but it got chopped. We then 
experimented with ₿0.0251, and every ‘breakout’ got stuffed like a Christmas 
turkey. 

When in doubt, market structure...out. Or something.

To be clear: Ethereum/Bitcoin is at resistance. This resistance is the ₿0.0244 level 
but also the weekly lower high generally as an area of market structure. Price is 
coming off a higher low and is currently forming a lower high in this area.

In order to turn bullish, a weekly higher high is necessary. At that point, key levels 
will have been convincingly reclaimed (₿0.0244, ₿0.0251) and market structure 
will have shifted to the bullish side. At the same time, the lower high is not yet 
‘confirmed’ given that price has basically done nothing at this level for weeks.

Not the time or place for any strong views.

As long as the weekly lower high is intact, being bullish Ethereum/Bitcoin is 
wishful. A reclaim would be very significant and open the doors to ₿0.03139. At the 
same time, it’s difficult to get too excited over a weekly lower high here as price is 
basically moving sideways.

A daily time frame break in market structure may be the trigger to resolve this 
higher time frame chop, but we can deal with that when price gets there. For now, 
it’s chop in an area of resistance.



4. Litecoin/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Cyz32WTB/

Resistance levels

₿0.00995 - Long-standing, multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00705 - Long-standing, multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00614 to ₿0.00654 - Cluster that preceded the lowest low

Current price - ₿0.004527

Support levels

₿0.00478 - Cluster top

₿0.00430 - Cluster bottom
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/7iM34byg/

Resistance levels

₿0.00781 - Range high

₿0.00710 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00643 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00593 - Breakdown level

Current price - ₿0.004527

Support levels

Support structures are clearer on higher time frames. Please refer to our weekly
analysis.
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Summary

1. High time frame market structure is bearish (lower highs and lower lows).
2. Current range is defined by weekly cluster (₿0.00430-₿0.00478).
3. Need to see evidence of high time frame strength for this instrument to 

become technically interesting. Any breakout or S/R flip needs to be 
impulsive and backed by volume whilst offering minimal pullbacks.

4. Smash through weekly cluster top ₿0.00478 (aggressive) or reclaim of daily 
breakdown origin at ₿0.00593 (conservative) would satisfy point 3.

 

Analysis

We really like Litecoin/Bitcoin.

The technicals? Fundamentals? 

Not quite.

More the fact that this anaemic instrument has been floating down for so long, 
almost every week turned into a copy-and-paste-last-week’s-analysis type of 
job.

Jokes aside, Litecoin/Bitcoin is a bit of a microcosm of how the Altcoin/Bitcoin 
majors have been acting (with some exceptions). High time frame bearish market 
structure, painstakingly slow progression in market structure, and a general 
absence of high time frame volatility.

Normally we would pepper this section with a bunch of disclaimers and qualifiers 
about “X being reclaimed” and so on, but the majors have looked rough for a while 
now. Attention (and volume) has shifted away from the ‘old guard’ and moved to 
newer coins, smaller caps, and more attractive narratives.

There is technical support in Litecoin/Bitcoin at ₿0.00430. It held its first test. It is 
the lower boundary of a weekly cluster whose upper boundary is at ₿0.00478. This 
may be our range for weeks to come, assuming the boundaries stay intact. 

We’re acutely aware of how dreary it is to talk about reclaim scenarios, or levels 
that are far from market generally. But these are the technicals in front of us; 
there’s really not much else to say. This thing has been floating down for weeks. 
Just look at the number of red weekly candles recently.

If things change, we’ll be the first through the door to note any material shift in 
circumstances. Otherwise, snore-fest. 



5. XRP/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/xRMOJFN2/

A sat (short for Satoshi) is a one hundred of a millionth of ₿1 or ₿0.00000001

Resistance levels

₿0.00004322 to ₿0.00004650 - Broken cluster support

₿0.00003273 - Range high

₿0.00002981 - Range low

₿0.00002193 - Weekly candle open that preceded a violent rally

Current price - ₿0.00001931

Support levels

₿0.00001527 - Weekly candle close that preceded a violent rally
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/15lxsEox/

Resistance levels

₿0.00003391 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00003060 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00002743 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

Current price - ₿0.00001931

Support levels

Support structures are clearer on higher time frames. Please refer to our weekly
analysis.
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Summary

1. High time frame market structure is bearish (lower highs and lower lows).
2. Current range is defined by weekly December 2017 pre-moon candle (1527 

satoshi-2193 satoshi).
3. Need to see evidence of high time frame strength for this instrument to 

become technically interesting. Any breakout or S/R flip needs to be 
impulsive and backed by volume whilst offering minimal pullbacks.

4. Why is this basically Litecoin/Bitcoin?
5. Smash through weekly resistance at 2193 satoshi (aggressive) or reclaim of 

daily breakdown origin at 2743 satoshi (conservative) would satisfy point 3.

 

Analysis

This chart is basically Litecoin/Bitcoin, just with a more photogenic community 
icon (sorry, Charlie).

The anaemia affecting Litecoin/Bitcoin is apparently contagious as XRP/Bitcoin 
has virtually identical symptoms.

Downtrend, breakdown, red candles, the whole thing.

One nuance worth being aware of is that historically, XRP/Bitcoin has erased 
months of slow, grinding losses in the space of weeks (or less). This has not 
happened recently, and nothing immediately jumps out to suggest that it’s in the 
works, but important to note nonetheless.

Unlike Litecoin/Bitcoin, XRP/Bitcoin has not reached the bottom of its weekly 
range (1527 satoshi). We do not see any strong technical structures until that 
point, but that doesn’t rule out a pump ex nihilo.

To cut a long story short: support at 1527 satoshi, resistance at 2193 satoshi. In the 
interim, rallies that fail to at least reclaim 2193 are short-term bounces/counter-
trend. If you start seeing vertical bazooka price action on the higher time frames, 
it’s probably not trend-reversing but be careful standing in the way of a moving 
truck.



6. Bitcoin Cash/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/VtVV1ZW0/

Resistance levels

₿0.0681 - Broken support that preceded the lowest low

₿0.0483 - Range low

₿0.0324 to ₿0.0355 - Cluster

₿0.02831 to ₿0.02905 - Cluster 

₿0.0247 - Lowest low preceding violent up move 

Current price - ₿0.0244

Support levels

Every support level has been broken. This section will be amended once buyers 
show up and reclaim something.
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/BRPjN6y6/

Resistance levels

 ₿0.05381 - Range low

₿0.04294 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level 

₿0.0321 to ₿0.03320 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.03006 - Range midpoint 

₿0.0265 - Range low

Current price - ₿0.0244

Support levels

Every support level has been broken. This section will be amended once buyers 
show up and reclaim something.
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Summary

1. High time frame market structure is bearish (lower highs and lower lows).
2. Last weekly candle closed below weekly range low (₿0.0247). This level is 

currently acting as resistance.
3. Weekly range breakdown (and daily lower low) wasn’t too violent. Bitcoin 

Cash/Bitcoin broke out of its daily range in early June before trading back 
within it. This current price action below could be a mirror of the failed 
breakout.

4. Deviation or not, given high time frame market structure and the state of 
Altcoin/Bitcoin majors generally, price must reclaim the range low (₿0.0247) 
and break resistance (the cluster at ₿0.02831 to ₿0.02905) in order to turn 
bullish.

 

Analysis

Bitcoin/Cash Bitcoin is no exception to the weakness seen across the 
Altcoin/Bitcoin majors pairs. Ever since its rally at the very beginning of the year, 
it has mostly been red weekly candles. Literally.

There was some hope for a short-term bounce when price reached the ‘final boss’ 
weekly support level at ₿0.0247. This level held on a closing basis but its list of 
achievements from there was non-existent as price failed to break daily resistance 
(₿0.0265) despite moving from weekly support (₿0.0247).

Time frames can often offer hints like this. If a move from a higher time frame 
level gets stuck at a lower time frame level, it can be evidence of a market not 
being ready to break out/break down. In this case, the fact that weekly support was 
unable to break daily resistance was evidence of weakness.

Where has that left us? Bitcoin Cash/Bitcoin closed below the weekly range low 
(₿0.0247) and this level is currently acting as resistance. That said, the breakdown 
was not particularly impulsive (neither was the candle close) on the weekly time 
frame. This area is presumed resistance, but a move back within the range and 
further chop wouldn’t be unreasonable either.

As implied in the previous paragraph, a reclaim of ₿0.0247 would not be enough to 
offer a firm bullish bias. To achieve this, price must do more and break resistance 
at ₿0.02905. This would form a range reclaim into a break of resistance/FTA. Now 
we’re talking.

Until such a time, we’ve got a retest of resistance (₿0.0247) on our hands.



7. EOS/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/QCQBqGVv/

Resistance levels

₿0.00073880 - Support that preceded the most recent sell-off

₿0.00055800 - Broken multi-touch support

₿0.00044820 - Cluster top

₿0.00040310 - Cluster bottom

₿0.00032100 - Cluster top

Current price - ₿0.00025940

Support levels

₿0.00024860 - Untested cluster bottom
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/EbEoQSgY/

Resistance levels

₿0.00046960 - Swing high

₿0.00040170 - Range high

₿0.00032870 - Reclaimed range low

Current price - ₿0.00025940

Support levels

Support structures are clearer on higher time frames. Please refer to our weekly
analysis.
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Summary

1. High time frame market structure is bearish (lower highs and lower lows).
2. Reached weekly support at 24860 satoshi.
3. Bias is neutral now that long-standing support has been reached. Waiting for 

some sort of range/further price action to develop.

 

Analysis

EOS/Bitcoin has given cause for celebration.

Price has finally reached weekly support (24860 satoshi). This marks the 
completion of a very clean (but very slow) move from cluster top (40310 satoshi) 
to cluster bottom (24860 satoshi).

While it’d be a lot more fun if this event had some very significant technical 
ramifications, it doesn’t. Price has reached support and bounced, meaning our 
bias is neutral and we are waiting for price action to develop further.

The bounce has not negated bearish market structure on the daily time frame 
(lower highs and lower lows) so a shift in those conditions would be a good 
indicator of a bigger move from the weekly level. There is no evidence of that at 
the time of writing.

If anything, assuming volatility in the majors stays low, we’re probably in for 
some sort of cursed range in EOS/Bitcoin with support at 24860 satoshi, resistance 
at 40310 satoshi, and a midpoint at 32870 satoshi (a daily level).

For now, price has bounced from weekly support but not much else has changed.



7. ChainLink/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/AKn6lSOj/

Resistance levels

₿0.000505 - Trend resistance

Current price - ₿0.000504

Support levels

₿0.00042631 to ₿0.00044961 - Cluster

₿0.00032188 to ₿0.00034236 - Cluster

₿0.00031300 - Range high

₿0.00024300 - Range midpoint

₿0.00018569 - Range low
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ZVZYoxqP/

Resistance levels

Resistance structures are clearer on higher time frames. Please refer to our weekly
analysis.

Current price - ₿0.000504

Support levels

₿0.00045730 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00036738 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00033117 - Multi-touch support/resistance flip level

₿0.00027925 to ₿0.00029203 - Cluster

₿0.00024300 - Range high

₿0.00018237 - Range low
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Summary

1. High time frame trend is bullish (higher highs and higher lows).
2. Closed at trend resistance (₿0.000505).
3. First significant pullback/high low level is the weekly cluster top at 
₿0.00044960.

 

Analysis

ChainLink/Bitcoin is definitely one of the exceptions to the prevailing weakness in 
higher cap Altcoin/Bitcoin pairs. This has been the case since inception. Market 
structure on the higher time frames has been bullish, and there is no evidence of a 
shift at the time of writing.

Price is currently retesting resistance for the third time coming from a higher low, 
which is usually a characteristic of trend continuation. There’s some caution on 
our side given the weekly close respected resistance (₿0.000505) but that in itself 
is no reason to bet against a trend or look for anything more than a pullback to 
support.

With trending instruments it makes sense, in our view, to take a ‘bullish until it 
isn’t’ approach. More specifically, it is reasonable to maintain a bullish directional 
bias (resistance weak, support strong) until a high time frame shift in market 
structure takes place. For ChainLink/Bitcoin, this would form following failure of 
support at ₿0.00032188.

Is it reasonable to expect resistance to break in an uptrend coming off a higher 
low? Yes. Has it been easy (or successful) to breakout trade the ₿0.0005 handle in 
ChainLink/Bitcoin? No. If you have an edge there, more power to you. We don’t. 
We would prefer to do business where there is clear invalidation i.e. a massive 
failed breakout above ₿0.0005 or near trend invalidation at ₿0.0003.

Until then, we’ll keep an eye on market structure and presume that the bullish 
trend is intact until there are good, high time frame reasons to think it isn’t.
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